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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are working on a new Policy Automation interview that will load and save data into Service
Cloud. You set your Data Mapping Settings to connect to the Service Cloud instance and are
using the Data Output Mapping view in Policy Modeling to create the entities and attributes you
want to work with.
You notice that the field "Name" has a red asterisk next to it.
What two statements are correct about what the red asterisk indicates?
A. You must infer this attribute.
B. This attribute is currently the identifying attribute for the entity.
C. This attribute must be used as the identifying attribute for the entity.
D. You must collect this attribute.
E. The values for this attribute come from a value list.
F. This attribute is not yet collected on a screen.
G. You must save a value of this attribute into Service Cloud.
H. You must load a value of this attribute from Service Cloud.
I. This field is required by Service Cloud.
Answer: F,G

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network engineer is enabling RIPng on a new customer link Under which configuration mode
is RIPng enabled?
A. Router
B. Global
C. IPv6
D. Interface

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a Microsoft Exchange Online tenant.
You need to perform an In-Place eDiscovery search. The solution must meet the following
requirements:
* Minimize administrative effort.
* Search both public folders and mailboxes.
* Use an In-Place Hold to place the search results on hold.
What should you do in the Microsoft 365 compliance center?
A. Search the public folders and the mailboxes in a single search, and then place the results on
In-Place Hold.
B. Search the public folders first, and then place the results on In-Place Hold. Search the
mailboxes second, and then place the results on In-Place Hold.
C. Search the public folders and the mailboxes in a single search. Once the search completes,
place only the mailboxes that contain results and the public folders on In-Place Hold.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/policy-and-compliance/ediscovery/search-publicfolders?
view=exchserver-2019

NEW QUESTION: 4
A developer writes a Singleton bean that uses the java Persistence API within a business
method:
Two different concurrently executing caller threads acquire an EJB reference to PersonBean
and each invoke the getPerson () method one time. How many distinct transaction are used to
process the caller invocations?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
Answer: C
Explanation:
Only one transaction is required. LockType READ allows simultaneous access to singleton
beans.
Note: READ
public static final LockType READ For read-only operations. Allows simultaneous access to
methods designated as READ, as long as no WRITE lock is held.
Reference: javax.ejb, Enum LockType
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